
This vaccine was initially produced by the Peace Task Force of 
Franklin County Continuing the Political Revolution.  There is  

no copyright on this vaccine.  If it is helpful, you are free  
to reproduce and distribute it.   

 

 
Dear Reader:  

If you have other examples of war propaganda and critical 
thoughts, please send them to us.  Let us know if you are interested in 
further information for yourself and/or others.    

If you are interested in working for peace, think about what you 
enjoy doing and what you are good at.   We would be happy to 
discuss how you could use this to help build the Movement for Peace

Humanity needs peace, not military spending and war.  We need 
to devote our resources to the protection of our natural world and to 
all people.  This includes seeing to it that everyone is adequately fed, 
clothed, and housed, has health care, education, and other necessities.   
This can only be accomplished if people everywhere cooperate and 
reject domination. 

FCCPR Peace Task Force

Contact:   
Email:  peacetaskforcefccpr@gmail.com   

Tel.:  617-921-5018
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A VACCINE AGAINST THE VIRUS 
OF WAR PROPAGANDA

Main ingredient:    Application of  the Golden Rule including seeing 
things from another’s point of view.

Warning:    This vaccine is unlikely to have the approval of the United 
States government in the near future due to certain side effects, which 
include:

1. Tendency to dissociate oneself from the MICIMATT Complex
 (Military-Industrial-Congressional-Intelligence-Media-
 Academic-Think Tank Complex);
2.  Opposition to war and military spending;
3.  Lack of enthusiasm for American exceptionalism;
4.  An increased sense of sisterhood and brotherhood toward 
 people in other countries;
5.  Organizing for a government that is truly of, by, and 
 for the people. 

This is only a partial list of side effects.

For Maximal Effect:   Have this document in hand when listening to 
the news. Use this vaccine to think critically about the message being 
broadcast and help others do the same.  

Intended Therapeutic Effects:    
Critical thinking when confronted with  

war propaganda.

                                 EXAMPLES
War Propaganda Critical Thoughts

“Defense Department” War Department

“Secretary of Defense” Secretary of War

“Defense contractors” Merchants of death

“Rules Based Order” An order in which the US makes the
  rules that other nations are to obey

“Expansionist ambitions”  Term used by the US (with over 800
  military bases strewn about the world)
  complaining, because another country 
  is disobeying the “Rules Based Order”

“Humanitarian intervention” A military adventure that violates
  international law and is being dressed up
  with the word “humanitarian” 

“Behaviors” A term used to characterize the actions
  of another country giving the impression
  that the other country is a child, and the
  US  is the world parent

“Unilateral sanctions” Economic warfare, violations of the UN
  Charter and international law

“War against terrorism” War is terrorism.

“Collateral damage” The murder of innocent human beings
  from another country, human beings
  with loved ones like you and I have.

“US  National security” Global  insecurity

“We” or “Us” Who is this “we” or “us”?

“American interests” US corporate interests

“A threat to America” A threat to US corporate profits

“Winning a nuclear war” Pure insanity

“US enemy” Potentially any country that rejects US
  economic or political domination

“Thank you for your service” What service was performed? 
  Who was served?


